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WORKFLOW EXAMPLE
The typical workflow regarding the design of an event should be as follows:

1. DOCUMENTATION
Gather the documentation regarding the venue in which the event will be held (layout and dimen-

sioned or scaled sections)

2. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE VENUE
Acquire the information necessary for designing the sound reinforcement system (areas to be cov-

ered, characteristics of the venue, type of event, etc.)

3. VENUE MODEL
Prepare a simplified design of the venue to be covered, at least as far as the parts mainly involved in 

the event are concerned (audience zones, stage, position of any orchestra, obstacles to be taken into 
consideration, etc...). In OpenArray, “GROUND” and “LISTEN” areas can exist. The former regard the 
structure, the latter the listening planes, i.e. the planes passing through the average height of the ears 
of the expected audience. To access the functions for creating and/or importing the environment, select 
“Audience” mode at the top left in the “Main commands” bar.

When creating the planes (“Add a new surface” command in the “Audience” box), it is possible to 
construct planes with four vertices (quadrilaterals) or three vertices (triangles). The vertices can be 
moved by setting the coordinates (x, y, z) directly in the plane creation panel, or dragged with the mouse 
by choosing “Selection mode” in the main bar. 

INTRODUCTION
OpenArray is proprietary Outline software for 3D simulation of electro-acoustic events. A particular fea-

ture of OpenArray is its ability to predict direct field sound pressure distribution resulting from the inter-
action of different sound sources, such as line array, sub and point source systems. The environment can 
be constructed directly in OpenArray by entering the planes and assigning the relative vertices of the 3D 
space. Alternatively, it is also possible to enter an environment in OpenArray using the import command of 
a standard DXF file previously prepared (for example) with AUTOCAD 3D. To import this format (DXF), the 
environment to be imported must be designed using “3DFACE” entities. The direction in which the vertices of 
the 3DFACEs are created (clockwise or counterclockwise) is not important.

OpenArray also provides all the mechanical data necessary for installing the Line Array system, showing 
the impossibility of installation in the event of the load-bearing limits of the mechanical components being 
exceeded.
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The following images show an example of a simple venue with a square surface that represents the 
audience and an extrusion of the stage.

To draw a surface just press the drawing command (pencil icon) and click the points of the vertices.

To extrude the stage just select the surface and click “extrude surface” command (icon of the cube 
with an arrow); a window will appear in which it’s possible to enter the extrusion path parameters.
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4. DXF IMPORT (3D FACE)
If available, it is possible to import the 3D design in DXF (3DFACE) format. The following example 

regards an imported DXF file.

To do this you simply have to go in “Utility” section and choose “Import new Audience” 
and select your file.

After that you specify the unit of measurement you want to use to scale the file.
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5. LISTENING PLANES
Create the listening planes for the simulation. Listening planes can be created from existing ground 

planes by selecting one or more ground plane and by setting an elevation (usual value is 1.2 m - 4 ft - for 
seated audiences or 1.7 m – 5.5 ft – for standing audience). The listening planes can also be created as 
a new surface.
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6. SIMULATION CONFIGURATION
At this point, the simulation configration window will appear automatically. Here it is possible to set 

the simulation options such as the frequency band. Please note that the calculation is always done at 
1/9 octave and then mediated to 1/3 octave, octave and custom bands. The custom bands are useful to 
have an overview of an average over a wide range of frequencies at once, they can be very helpful, but 
must be used carefully. For example you can select a range between 2 kHz and 10 kHz (by dragging the 
arrows) for a rough loudspeaker aiming (these frequencies are also very important for the speech intel-
ligibility and for the correct reproduction of the harmonics of many musical instruments), but in order 
to have a correct design, it is important to check what happens for every third of octave. 

From this interface you can also define the atmospheric parameters and decide to enable them for 
the simulation: when the sound travel over long distances, the air absorbs the higher frequencies de-
pending on the air humidity and temperature, that might be unknown or that might change. Therefore 
we might want to see that effect in the simulation or not, knowing that this phenomenon will always be 
present (together with others, like temperature gradients and winds). 

Last but not least, from this page we can also set the simulation resolution, enable the Shadow Map-
ping, change the number of CPU cores and available memory to be used.

After the venue design, click on the “Show speakers module” so you can add the loudspeakers to your 
project.
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7. NEW CLUSTER
After having designed or imported the audience and created the listening planes, all the loudspeak-

er systems that will form the entire sound reinforcement must be added. It is advisable to proceed by 
zones, individually checking the behaviour of each system involved. Commands regarding the loud-
speaker systems are accessed by clicking on the loudspeaker icon at the top left in the “Main com-
mands” bar. A panel regarding simulation settings immediately appears.

Then, using the “Add a new cluster” command in the “Cluster” bar. The type of system required - Line 
array, Sub or Wide range (Point source) - can be added to the venue.
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8. SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
We shall now cover the addition of a GTO array (for example) with a mirrored copy. For its creation, 

the following forms are available:
1. The “System” form regards the main options of the system chosen and comprises:

• “Main”section with options for:
I. Num: number of elements in the array
II. MainFrame: front or rear frame overhang
III. Type: speaker model of the family chosen before

• “Up fill”section regards the type of up-fill system to be used on top of the GTO frame (by using 
accessory cod. A FRM-GTO2-UP) :

I. Type: type of element (Butterfly Hi-Pack or Mantas28) to add as an up-fill system
II. Num: number of up-fill elements

• “Down fill” section regards the type of down-fill to be used in the array:
I. DownFill type: type of down-fill, selectable between:

• GTO-DF: down fill element for GTO / GTO C-12 systems 
• Light frame adaptor to rig one down-fill system composed by Butterfly Hi-Pack or 

Mantas28
II. Num: number of down-fill elements
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2. “Location” form regards the position of the system:
• Location: X, Y and Z are the coordinates of the array reference point, which corresponds to the 

high-frequency wave guide output of the first element for the line arrays and to the center of 
the bottom of the cabinet for the point source system and subwoofer.

• Rotation axes (deg.): array tilt angle (rotation around Y) upwards (+) or downwards (-) and 
horizontal angle (azimuth, rotation around Z).

• Mirror: command for the mirrored duplication of the newly entered array, with a choice of the 
mirror axis. It is also possible to duplicate the cluster anywhere in the venue with the appro-
proiate button below the “Mirror”

• Auto aiming: an automatic aiming function is available. To use it, aim the first element (at the 
top) so press the “Auto aiming” button and set the ending angle to obtain the required cover-
age.

3. “Speakers” form regards the aiming of the array elements (adjustament of the splay angles be-
tween the enclosures) and various setting of the speakers. Please note that this form is different 
if you are simulating a point source or subwoofer system, offering the possibility to set the posi-
tion and setting offset between the elements of the same cluster, or if you are simulating a line 
array system offering the following parameters:
• Splay: set the angles between the enclosures
• Gain: it is possible to set a different gain for every loudspeaker (be careful if you drive loud-

speakers in parallel)
• Mute: mute single element separately
• Setup: offers the possibility to change the loudspeaker setup, where available, as a different 

preset.
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Please note that in the “System Configuration” there is a ‘cutview’ very useful to aim the array. There 
are also important information such as attenuation with respect to the distance at different frequencies. 
For the subwoofer system there is a polar simulation.
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9. SHOW SPL SIMULATION
After configuring the Main system, when “Show SPL simulation” is pressed in the bottom left corner, 

it is possible to see its simulation.

2 kHz - 10 kHz

200 Hz - 800 Hz
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10. OPEN MECHANICS
The final stage of the work flow consists in checking the feasibility of the system from a mechanical 

point of view, as well the preparation of the documentation necessary for the installation of the system 
designed. All this is possible by using the “Open Mechanics” function, which, as can be seen from the 
following illustrations, provides all the data necessary for checking that all stress values are within 
the permitted limits. If this is not the case, a message will appear, advising that these limits have been 
exceeded. Consequently, in these cases, the necessary changes must be made in order to bring the 
mechanical stress values within the permitted limits. You can  also decide whether to use one or two 
motors, if the frame allows it. THE INSTALLATION WILL ONLY BE POSSIBLE IF THE MECHANICAL 
CHECK WITH “OPEN MECHANICS” HAS GIVEN A POSITIVE RESULT.
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11. COMPLETE SYSTEM
After the definition of the main arrays it is possible to enter other sound sources, for example a se-

ries of subs in front of the stage, or an array of Superfly as out-fill. Proceed as with the GTO array just 
entered.

After entering and configuring all the components of the sound reinforcement system the result of 
the simulation will be displayed.
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12. MICROPHONE “PROBE”
OpenArray also provides a “Probe” utility for simulation analysis after processing. Click in the icon 

“Microphone”, the “Probe” function will be enabled, allowing:
1. Analysis of the SPL response curve in any given point 
2. Analysis of the arrival time of the various systems for correct time alignment, very useful for 

keeping a correct sound image and coherence when using Out-fills, Subs or Delays to be aligned 
to the Main system.

The following image shows the simulation of the complete system, frequency range: 25 Hz - 63 Hz.
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COMMAND OVERVIEW
The software is divided into two main sections: 
• Audience module, where you can draw the venue and the listening plans;
• Speakers module, in which it is possible to place the speakers and perform an 

acoustic simulation.

AUDIENCE MODULE
In turn the Audience module is divided into three sections: 
• Surface, 
• Vertex, 
• Utility. 
Here below the main commands.

Select surfaces

Move selected surfaces

Surfaces list and group

Draw new surfaces

Surface property

Remove selected surfaces

Move / Copy selected surfaces

Mirror selected surfaces

Rotate selected surfaces

Create surfaces from cutview (Tier, Revolution)

New solid (Cube, Cylinder...)

Extrude selected surfaces

Scale selected surfaces

Create listening surfaces from ground planes

Show / Hide selected surfaces

Reverse selected surfaces

Set selected surfaces as listen

Set selected surfaces as ground

Check all surfaces and vertex

Surface
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Select vertex

Move selected vertices

Joint vertices

Vertex property

Remove selected vertex

Move / Copy selected vertices

Check all surfaces and vertex

Vertex

Import a new audience (DXF file)

Export audience to Open Array previous release

OA1 to OA2 file conversion

Utility

Select clusters

Move selected clusters

Clusters list and groups

Add new cluster or point source

Remove selected clusters

Cluster configuration

Cluster electronics

Clusters input signal

Turn on/off selected clusters

Simulation settings

Microphone (“Probe”)

Mechanics simulation (Open Mechanics)

Cluster

SPEAKERS MODULE
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MAIN BAR

New / Open project

Save project / Save project as new...

View (3D, Top, Bottom, Right, Left, Front, Rear)

Default view / Custom view settings

Enable / Disable grid on top

Panning camera, Rotation camera, Zoom

Undo / Redo

Preferences
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